Adverse Possession in
Pennsylvania
A long-time trespasser may gain ownership of land by using it
with no documented challenge for 21 years. Landowners can
avoid this threat with some good, basic practices.
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Introduction
In Pennsylvania, a claim of adverse possession gives a trespasser legal title to property if they can prove actual,
continuous, exclusive, visible, notorious, distinct, and
hostile possession of property for (in most cases) 21 years. 1
One motivating factor behind the continued legality of
adverse possession is that it ensures land does not lay
dormant: it incentivizes property owners to timely assert
their ownership rights and, if they fail to do so, allocates
real property to those who put it to use. 2 Land, buildings,
and even rooms within buildings can be obtained through
adverse possession. 3
Property owned by the federal and state government is immune to adverse possession, but property owned by
political subdivisions is not, unless the land is “devoted to
public use” 4 or held in furtherance of a governmental
function.5
While adverse possession claims pose a risk for any conservation organization or trail group who owns property
(whether in fee simple or by easement), there are practical
approaches to avoiding disputes:
• First, understand your property boundaries. While
descriptions in deeds and easement agreements provide a starting point, this is best accomplished with

assistance from a professional surveyor who can stake
out visible boundary markers on your property.
• Second, if the property interest is a trail or conservation easement, understand what activities are
inconsistent with the purposes of the easement or effectively encroach on that easement.
• Finally, regularly monitor the property and assert
your property rights to avoid encroachment. Regular
monitoring will inform you of potential or actual encroachment and provide an opportunity to take
appropriate action to avoid an adverse possession dispute, whether that means granting permission for use
in writing or ejecting the trespasser from the property.
For information on the strategy of granting permission to
the trespasser, see the guide Encroachment: Permitting
Continued Use Without Risking Loss of Ownership as well
as the Model Permission for Encroachment.

The Elements Defining Adverse
Possession
For a trespasser to successfully claim adverse possession,
they must prove their possession of the property was actual, continuous, exclusive, visible, notorious, distinct,
and hostile.

Actual, Visible, Notorious, and Exclusive
Actual possession varies according to the circumstances, 6
but essentially the trespasser must treat the land as if it
were their own in a way that is “consistent with the nature
of the property.” 7 For example, actual possession may be
established by cultivating the land, 8 making improvements, maintaining a fenced-in lawn, 9 doing yardwork,
planting and tending to a garden, building a shed, paying
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property taxes, 10 or other activities signaling to a reasonable onlooker that the land is being treated by the trespasser
as her own.
In the case of forested property, actual possession must
additionally include extensive and systematic use. 11 Merely
constructing roads and removing timber is only a repeated
trespass rather than actual possession if there is no further
cultivation or permanent improvements made to unenclosed forested land. 12
Exclusive possession means that possession should be
characteristic of a true owner’s use to the “general exclusion of others.” 13 The trespasser cannot share possession
with the true owner or third parties. 14 Essentially, actual,
visible, notorious and exclusive possession must be exercised in plain sight in a way that is obvious enough to put
a reasonable person on notice their land is being actually
possessed and giving them an opportunity to assert their
property rights. 15

Continuous
Possession must be continuous and uninterrupted for 21
years, 16 except for adverse possession of a single family
home on less than one-half acre where possession need
only be continuous and uninterrupted for 10 years. 17 In
all cases however, possession must be more than sporadic
or occasional, but rather consistent with how the record
owner (meaning the true owner whose name appears on
the recorded deed to the property) would use the property. For example, if the property was a summer cabin,
continuous possession would be achieved by using the
cabin every summer for the statutory period without interruption by the true owner. Continuous possession can
be supported by testimony from neighbors or other third
parties witnessing the possession. An adverse possessor
may “tack” or add the time of their possession with that of
a predecessor to meet the statutory period, but only if
there is privity between them, i.e., the disputed property is
described in the document conveying the land.18 Continuity can be broken by abandonment (i.e. the trespasser
discontinues treating the property as their own), adverse
possession by a third party, 19 the true owner asserting their
property rights against the trespasser, or if the true owner
gives the trespasser permission to occupy the property.

Though, continuity is not broken by temporary interruptions in possession. 20 For example, continuity is not
broken if a record owner posts a “no trespassing” sign on
the disputed property for 24 hours but takes no further
action toward reclaiming it if the adverse possessor does
not leave. 21

Hostile and Adverse to the True Owner’s Title
Possession that is hostile and adverse to the true owner’s
title 22 does not mean ill will, but rather an intent to defend
the use of the property against the record owner. 23 This
may be evidenced by actual, visible, notorious and exclusive possession. If the record owner gives consent, then the
possession is not hostile and adverse. For example, a tenant cannot adversely possess rented property against the
landlord, because the tenant has permission to occupy the
premises. Intent is assessed by looking at the nature of the
possession itself, and evaluating whether it is enough to
put the true owner on notice. The state of mind of the
trespasser is irrelevant. 24 The adverse possessor’s interactions with the property should appear to a reasonable
onlooker as if they are the true owners. Generally, if all the
other elements of adverse possession are met, hostility (in
the legal sense of the word) is implied. 25

Adverse Possession of Easements
A trespasser may gain possession of land subject to a trail or
conservation easement through adverse possession, but
this does not mean that the easement itself is threatened. It
appears that it would take an extreme fact pattern for a
trail or conservation easement to be extinguished by adverse possession.
For property rights granted by an easement (e.g. a trail
easement or conservation easement), hostile possession requires use directly inconsistent with the easement to
extinguish the easement by adverse possession. 26 In Estojak v. Mazsa, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court states
that “[t]o extinguish an easement over (or use of) the servient tenements, the servient tenement owner must
demonstrate a visible, notorious and continuous adverse
and hostile use of said land which is inconsistent with the
use made and rights held by the easement holder, not
merely possession which is inconsistent with another’s claim
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of title.” 27 The Court concluded in Estojak that although
the easement holders’ neighbors used the access easement
area as an extension of their yard, by maintaining the grass
and using the area for play and gatherings for more than
21 years, they never did anything to actually restrict access
or even give the impression that access to the right of way
was restricted (i.e. building a fence or structure, planting
trees, or attempting to eject easement users) 28 and therefore no adverse possession occurred. 29 Notably, the
nonuse of an easement alone, even for an extended period
of time, will not extinguish the easement if the adverse
possessor has not restricted access to the easement. 30
Given the unusual nature of a conservation easement—a
power to block uses inconsistent with its conservation objectives—is it actually possible for a conservation easement
be extinguished through adverse possession? In theory, it
should not since adverse possession generally does not apply to nonpossessory interests. 31 However, the law in
Pennsylvania is not entirely clear. 32 There is a lack of case
law surrounding adverse possession of conservation easements, which may be attributed to the “monitoring and
enforcement obligations” taken on by conservation organizations, the associated activities precluding adverse
possession. 33,34

Property Held by Political
Subdivisions
Unlike property owned by the federal and state government, property held by political subdivisions 35 may be
subject to adverse possession, with two exceptions. 36 The
first exception is when the political subdivision acts as an
agent of the commonwealth; the second is when the property is devoted to public use. 37 A political subdivision acts
as an agent of the commonwealth when it acts pursuant to
a state delegated authority to fulfill a state’s responsibility,
such as a local school district providing public education,38 or the construction of a highway by a city at the
behest of the Commonwealth. 39 Whether property is devoted to public use for the purposes of immunity to
adverse possession is dependent on the individual facts of
each case, similar and comparable to the analysis of
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whether property is being taken for public use pursuant to
authority of eminent domain. 40
This public use analysis must reference the facts involved
in any set of circumstances, as well as the social and economic background of the case. 41 Courts are clear that a
local government holding property for the construction
of a state highway or holding tax-delinquent land for tax
sale in furtherance of a governmental function to improve
tax titles constitutes public use. 42 Generally though, public
use means use by the public in general rather than select
individuals. 43 Land held by local or state government as
open space for the benefit of the public, such as a public
park or other recreational purposes, likely qualifies as “devoted to public use” sufficient that the property is
immune to adverse possession.44 For example, although
Pennsylvania courts have not addressed this issue directly,
it seems likely that property held by local governments
pursuant to statutes such as the Open Space Act 45 and the
Project 70 Land Acquisition and Borrowing Act, 46 or dedicated formally or informally to the public use per the
Donated and Dedicated Property Act, 47 are immune to
adverse possession because they are held for and devoted
to public use.
Land acquired by eminent domain must serve a public
purpose and, as such, is likely immune to adverse possession as well. 48 However, it is relevant to the analysis if a
public use of condemned property may have lapsed or
been abandoned.49 A public use can lapse where the public use project is complete or abandoned and the property
held for the purpose of the project has not been used. The
holding of a condemned property once devoted to public
use without any benefit to the public is no longer considered public use and is not protected by immunity to
adverse possession. 50

Litigating an Adverse Possession
Claim
Title acquired by adverse possession is not an automatic
right but requires court approval to legally transfer a property right. The burden of proof is on the trespasser to
prove they meet the elements of adverse possession by
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clear and convincing evidence. 51 To initiate a case, an adverse possessor must commence an action to quiet title
and provide notice of the action to the record owner. 52
The action to quiet title must be filed in the county in
which the disputed property is located 53 in the Court of
Common Pleas. 54 To dispute the claim, the record owner
must file a timely answer and will have one year to respond to the notice with an action in ejectment. 55 The
action to quiet title compels the record owner to file an action in ejectment if the plaintiff is in actual possession of
the property and there is a dispute as to the title. If the record owner prevails in their action in ejectment, the quiet
title action filed by the adverse possessor will be thrown
out. 56 If the record owners do not file and serve an action
in ejectment within one year of the action to quiet title,
then the title of the property will likely be granted to the
adverse possessor. 57

Protecting Property from Adverse
Possession
To avoid adverse possession claims, record owners should
consult a professionally prepared survey to identify
boundary lines and regularly check for encroachments on
the land. Indications of occupation to watch out for include but are not limited to driveways, sheds, or other
structures they did not build, gardens they did not plant,
compost piles they did not heap, and landscaped or
mowed areas they did not manicure.
If a record owner thinks an adverse possession claim is a
possibility, it is important to confront the trespasser and
develop evidence showing the elements of adverse possession were not met (e.g. there was an interruption to the
trespasser’s continuous possession). This might include
timestamped photos of posted no trespassing signs, written correspondence with the trespasser (e.g. texts, emails,
42 PA. CONS. STAT. §§ 5527.1 (10 years for single family homes on
less than ½ acre); § 5530 (21 years in all other instances); Conneaut
Lake Park, Inc. v. Klingensmith, 362 Pa. 592, 594 (1949) (citing Parks
v. Pennsylvania R.R., 301 Pa. 475 (1930); John v. Johns, 244 Pa. 48
(1914); Boyer v. Lengel, 224 Pa. 357, (1909)).
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See City of Philadelphia v. Galdo, 217 A.3d 811, 820 (Pa. 2019) (citing Carl C. Risch, Comment, Encouraging the Responsible Use of
2

and letters) granting permission to the trespasser to use the
disputed land for an agreed upon length of time, or
timestamped photos showing actual possession by building a fence along boundary lines. Essentially, it is
important for the record owner to assert their property
rights against the trespasser. If the trespasser ignores the
confrontation, the next step is often filing an action in
ejectment against the trespasser. Ultimately, it is always
prudent to seek legal counsel upon suspicion of adverse
possession claims to make sure all reasonable steps are
taken to protect your property.
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Land by Municipalities: The Erosion of Nullum Tempus Occurrit Regi
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v. Walters, 39 Pa. D. & C.3d 312, 316 (C.P. 1981); See
also 42 PA. CONS. STAT. §5527.1(e) (Adverse possession does not apply to property “that is part of a common interest ownership
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barriers that existed when the easement was created such as
embankments or trees have not been recognized as a barrier to an easement for the purposes of extinguishing the easement by adverse
possession. Estojak, 522 Pa. at 358. (determining that the existence of
the natural embankment did not constitute a restriction for the purpose of extinguishing the easement when the appellants gained access
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